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keâesjesvee 
ef�hme

heÇkeeme DelÙeekeMÙekeâ Demesue lejÛe keâje
efpece, keäueye, ieoer&ÛÙee ef"keâeCeer peeCes �eUe

keâuÙeeCe, efo. 11 
(Jeelee&nj) :  heesefuemeebvee 
IeeyejkeerCÙeemee"er efhemlegue lemkeâjeves 
ieesàÙee Pee[uÙeeÛeer Ie�vee 
keâuÙeeCeceOÙes Ie[ueer Demetve  2 
efhem�ue 2 ce@iePeerve 16 
keâe[legmeemen efhemlegue lemkeâjeuee 
yeepeejhes" heesueermeebveer De�keâ kesâueer 
Deens. megjpe  jceekeâeble Megkeäuee keÙe-
24 ke<e&s. Demes Ùee FmeceeÛes veeke 
Demetve lees ceOÙe heÇosMe ceOeerue  
Megkeäuehegje, lenmeerue De�sj, efpeune- 
efYeb[ ÙesLeerue jenCeeje Deens.

keâuÙeeCe yeepeejhes" heesefuemeebvee 
Skeâ Fmece keâuÙeeCe heefMÛeceskeâ[erue 

ueeue Ûeewkeâer heefjmejele ÙesCeej 
DemeuÙeeÛeer ceeefnleer efceUeueer nesleer. 

Ùee ceeefnleerÛÙee DeeOeejs yeepeejhes" 
heesefuemeebÛÙee yeepeejhes" heesueerme 

"eCÙeeÛes meheesefve. megefpele cegb[s, 
Ieesuehe, heesueerme veeF&keâ meefÛeve 
meeUkeer, Yeercejeke yeeiegue, 
yeeefkemkeâj, heesueerme nkeeueoej 
peelekeâ, Delleej, Yeesmeues Ùee 
heLekeâeves Deepe mekeâeUÛÙee megceejeme 
ueeue Ûeewkeâer heefjmejele meeheUe 
jÛeuee. Skeâ Fmece mebMeÙeemheo 
Dee{Utve DeeuÙeeves heesefuemeebveer 
lÙeeuee n�keâues cee$e Ùee Fmeceeuee 
mebMeÙe DeeuÙeeves lÙeeves heUtve 
peeCÙeeÛee heÇÙele> kesâuee Demelee 
heesefuemeebveer lÙeeÛee hee"ueeie meg® 
kesâuee. heesefuemeebÛee hee"ueeie meg®Ûe 
DemeuÙeeves heesefuemeebvee 

heesefuemeebvee IeeyejkeCÙeemee"er efhemlegue lemkeâjeves Pee[uÙee ieesàÙee
2 efhem�ue, 2 ce@iePeerve, 16 keâe[legmeebmen efhemlegue lemkeâjeuee yeepeejhes" heesueermeebveer kesâueer De�keâ

IeeyejkeCÙeemee"er Ùee Fmeceeves 
DeeheuÙeepekeUerue efhemletueeves 
peefceveerkej ieesàÙee Pee[uÙee. cee$e 
heesefuemeebveer ve Ieeyejlee keâener 
Deblejekej lÙeeÛÙeekej Pe[he Ieeuele 
lÙeeuee De�keâ kesâueer.

mene. heesueerme DeeÙegòeâ GcesMe 

ceeves hee�erue ÙeebÛÙee 
ceeie&oMe&veeKeeueer keheesefvejer vejsvõ 
hee�erue, hees.efvejer. jepesbõ Deefnjs, 
hees.efvejer. megefveue hekeej, iegvns 
heÇkeâef�keâjCe heLekeâeÛes meheesefvejer 
megefpele cegb{s, meheesefvejer De®Ce 
Ieesuehe, hees.nkee heeÙejer, Delleej, 

peelekeâ, Yeesmeues, hees.vee  meefÛeve 
meeUkeer, yeeietue, yeeefkemkeâj, 
meebieUs, heesefMe ÛekneCe ke Ûeeuekeâ 
heesueerme efMeheeF& Yeesjs Ùeebveer efn 
Glke=â<� keâeceefiejer kesâuesueer Deens. 
Ùee iegvnÙeeÛee heg{erue leheeme meheesefve 
megefpele cegb{s ns keâjerle Deensle. 

keâejKeeveoej DeeefCe keâeceieejebÛÙee 
hee"erMeer Yeepehee YekeäkeâceheCes GYeer 

- Deeceoej jefkebõ ÛekneCe
keâuÙeeCe, efo. 11 (Jeelee&nj) 

: keâejKeeveoej DeeefCe keâeceieejebÛÙee 
hee"erMeer YeejleerÙe pevelee hee�er& 
YekeäkeâceheCes GYeer Demetve heÇot<eCeeÛee 
heÇMe> mees[keCÙeemee"er npeejes 
keâeceieejebvee yesjespeieej keâjCes ÛegkeâerÛes 
Demetve keâesCelÙeener heefjefmLeleerle 
DeeheCe ns mLeueeblej nesT osCeej 
vemeuÙeeÛes Yeepehe Deeceoej jefkebõ 
ÛekneCe Ùeebveer meebefieleues Deens. 
heÇot<eCeeÛÙee cegö�eekej [esbefyekeueerleerue 
156  jemeeÙeefvekeâ keâbhevÙee 
mLeueebleefjle keâjCÙeeÛee efveCeNÙe jepÙe 
mejkeâejves Iesleuee Deens. 

Ùeeyeeyele Yeepehe Deeceoej jkeerbõ 
ÛekneCe Ùeebveer ieg®keejer keâecee Ùee 
keâbheveer mebIe�vesÛÙee keâeÙe&eueÙeele 
keâbheveer ceeuekeâ DeeefCe kÙekemLeehekeâebMeer 
ÛeÛe&e kesâueer. ÙeekesUer Yeepehee 
efpeuneOÙe#e MeefMekeâeble keâebyeUs, 
keâecee mebIe�vesÛes DeOÙe#e [e@. oskesve 
meesveer, GheeOÙe#e keâceue keâhetj, jepet 
yewuetj, meefÛeke DeeoerlÙe veekesâj, 
Keefpeveoej  efveKeerue Oetle, ceepeer 
DeOÙe#e cegjueer DeÙÙej Deeoer 
heoeefOekeâejer DeeefCe keâbheveer ceeuekeâ 
GheefmLele nesles.

heÇot<eCe nesle DemeuÙeeves 
[esbefyekeueer SceDeeÙe[ermeerleerue 156 
jemeeÙeefvekeâ keâbhevÙee mLeueeblejerle 
keâjCÙeeÛee efveCeNÙe mejkeâejves iesuÙee 
Dee"ke[dÙeele Iesleuee. 

heÇot<eCeeÛee heÇMe> mees[efkeCÙeemee"er 
ueeKees keâeceieejebvee yesjespeieej keâjCes 
ne lÙeekejÛee GheeÙe vemetve lÙeeSskepeer 
jepÙe mejkeâejves heÇot<eCe efveÙeb$eCeeÛee 
[erheerDeej yevekeCÙeeÛeer iejpe Deeceoej 
jefkebõ ÛekneCe Ùeebveer ÙeekesUer yeesuetve 
oeKekeueer. [esbefyekeueer 
SceDeeÙe[ermeerleerue keâejKeeves 
mLeueeblejerle keâjCÙeeÛes Ieesj heehe 
mejkeâejves keâ® veÙes. 

Yeepehe FLeuÙee keâejKeeveoej 
DeeefCe keâeceieejebÛÙee hee"erMeer 
YekeäkeâceheCes GYee DemeuÙeeÛesner 
Deeceoej ÛekneCe Ùeebveer mhe<� kesâues.



Goa Elections: Silent 

Wave in My Favour, Says 

Manohar Parrikar�s Son 

Utpal on Panaji Fight

Panaji :

Asserting that there is a 

silent wave in his favour, Utpal 

Parrikar, elder son of late Goa 

chief minister Manohar 

Parrikar, who is contesting the 

February 14 Assembly election 

as an independent candidate 

from the Panaji seat, has said 

he was a favoured choice after 

his father�s death in 2019, but 

was denied poll ticket by the 

BJP due to local politics.

On the BJP offering him 

three seats other than Panaji 

for next week�s election, 

Parrikar (41), a businessman, 

options�. After being denied 

ticket by the BJP, Parrikar is 

contesting against sitting BJP 

MLA Atanasio Monserrate, a 

local heavyweight. Monserrate 

had defeated BJP candidate in 

the bypoll necessitated after 

the death of Manohar Parrikar 

in 2019, but in a coup, a bunch 

of Congress MLAs broke away 

from the party and joined the 

saffron fold months later.

Monserratte�s wife Jeniffer 

is an MLA from neighbouring 

Taleigao constituency, while 

was denied a ticket due to local 

the party�s decision, but then a 

person was brought in from the 

Congress who had such 

heinous charges against him 

about it,� Parrikar told .

Grenade Attack by 

Terrorists in J&K�s 

Bandipora, Three 

Policemen Injured

Srinagar :

At least three policemen 

were injured in a grenade 

attack by terrorists in the 

Bandipora district of Jammu 

said here. The ultras lobbed a 

grenade towards the cops near 

Nishat park in Bandipora, the 

They said the grenade blast 

sustained injuries in the 

further details were awaited.

Two CoBRA Jawans 

Injured in Jharkhand 

IED Blast, Airlifted to 

Ranchi for Treatment

Lohardaga:

Two CoBRA jawans suffered 

in Jharkhand�s Lohardaga 

district and were airlifted to 

Friday. The blast occurred in 

extremist-hit Bulbul-Peshrar 

area when a joint team of the 

CRPF � of which CoBRA is a 

special operation unit � and 

the Jharkhand Police were 

engaged in an operation 

>> Contineu to 2...

Uttarakhand :

The development of 

Uttarakhand is among the top 

priorities of the BJP�s double 

engine government, Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi said 

on Friday at a rally here for the 

February 14 assembly 

elections.He also said that 

infrastructure development in 

the state�s border villages is 

the BJP�s priority and people 

will benefit from the 

Parvatmala and the Vibrant 

Village projects.

The prime minister 

announced that work on the 

soon.The Manaskhand tourism 

circuit will be developed in the 

Kumaon region of the state on 

priority over the next five years, 

he said.While addressing the 

rally, Modi also said that the 

huge turnout indicates that 

Uttarakhand has made up its 

mind about voting once again 

government.Polling will be held 

in the state in a single phase 

for the 70-member assembly.
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Previous Govt in UP 
Casteists, Modi Worked for 
Welfare of All- Amit Shah

BAREILLY :

Union Home Minister and BJP leader 

Amit Shah on Friday termed the 

governments formed before the BJP 

came to power in Uttar Pradesh as 

Minister Narendra Modi worked for the 

welfare of all castes. At an election 

meeting in Aonla of Bareilly district, Shah 

said that as BJP president in 2017 he 

had promised his party would end 

The Yogi Adityanath government has 

are not visible in Uttar Pradesh. Azam 

Khan, Atiq Ahmed, and Mukhtar Ansari 

are in jail.� Training his guns at the 

previous governments of Uttar Pradesh 

were casteists. When the SP (Samajwadi 

Party) came (to power), work was done 

for one caste. When the BSP (Bahujan 

Samaj Party) was in power, then work 

was done for the other caste.

>> Contineu to 2...

Defence & Security Key Pillars of India-Australia 

Partnership, Says EAM Jaishankar Ahead of Quad Meeting
Melbourne :

key pillars of the partnership 

Jaishankar said here on Friday, 

as he held talks with Australian 

ahead of a crucial meeting of 

Quad foreign ministers. 

Jaishankar is in Australia on 

external affairs minister. He 

will co-chair with his Australian 

counterpart Marise Payne the 

ministers� framework dialogue 

on February 12 besides 

attending the Quad 

up on the 2+2 discussions last 

year,� he said in a tweet. 

partnership,� he said.

Minister Rajnath Singh held 

the inaugural �two-plus-two� 

talks with their Australian 

counterparts Marise Payne 

last year. The talks aimed at 

further ramping up their overall 

defence and strategic 

cooperation including in the 

increasing military 

assertiveness in the strategic 

region.

The foreign and defence 

ministerial talks had taken 

place amid renewed efforts by 

the Quad member countries to 

expand cooperation in the 

comprises the US and Japan. 

The defence and military 

Australia has been on an 

upswing in the last few years.

Australia elevated their ties to 

a comprehensive strategic 

partnership and signed a 

landmark deal for reciprocal 

access to military bases for 

logistics support during an 

online summit between Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi and 

his Australian counterpart 

Scott Morrison. The Australian 

Navy was part of the recent 

Malabar naval exercise that 

the US and Japan.

Japan, the US and Australia 

gave shape to the long-pending 

proposal of setting up the 

Quad to develop a new strategy 

to keep the critical sea routes 

growing military presence in 

the strategically vital region. 

China claims nearly all of the 

disputed South China Sea, 

though Taiwan, the Philippines, 

Brunei, Malaysia and Vietnam 

all claim parts of it. Beijing has 

military installations in the 

South China Sea. Beijing is 

also involved in a maritime 

dispute with Japan over the 

Delhi Govt to Construct 8 More 
Automated Driving Test Tracks 

at Educational Institutions

New Delhi :

To reduce the waiting 

time for driving license 

government will soon 

construct eight more 

automated driving test 

tracks at educational 

institutions, including 

said earlier. The 

recently issued a tender 

inviting private bidders 

for constructing the 

period, they said.�The 

new automated driving 

test tracks will help 

reduce the waiting time 

for applicants seeking 

permanent driving 

licences. Currently, the 

waiting period for taking 

the test is around two 

months,� a senior 

automated test tracks at 

(MLOs) in the city and 

around 1,500-2,000 

applications are received 

every day for driving skill 

tests, he said.

The tracks will come 

up at seven industrial 

Technical University for 

Technological University 

said. The tracks will be 

Pusa, Jaffarpur Kalan, 

Mayur Vihar, Shahdara, 

Jail Road and Narela. The 

cost of construction of 

the tracks will be Rs 

20.68 crore, including 

civil and technical work, 

the tender document 

stated.The automated 

tracks are used to test 

the skills of driving 

license applicants 

through up-gradient, 

forward-8, reverse-S and 

marked on 24 skills 

including reversing 

vehicle on an �S�-shaped 

stretch, parking, 

overtaking and crossing 

at intersections. The 

automated driving test 

tracks will have 

customised software and 

hardware for evaluating 

driving skills using video 

analytic image without 

any human intervention, 

the tender said.The entire 

system will also have a 

control room and server 

room to install the 

required equipment. The 

automated system will 

acquire the 

instantaneous vehicle 

>> Contineu to 2...

PKL: Dabang Delhi Face Tamil 

New Delhi :

Thalaivas here on Saturday as the playoffs 

Naveen Kumar showed everyone that he is 

chance to exploit the inconsistencies 

creeping into the Thalaivas defence.

The second match of the �Triple Panga� 

night will see U Mumba take on defending 

champions Bengal Warriors. Bengal�s 

chances of making it to the playoffs are 

less but they would certainly not want to go 

endured a mixed campaign with their 

usually reliable left corner Fazel Atrachali 

not scaling his meteoric heights.The last 

game of the night will feature bottom 

dwellers Telugu Titans and young Puneri 

Paltan. The team from Pune will be the 

favourites to win the match based on form. 

But fatigue might play a factor with Pune 

playing their third game in as many days.

The match between Thalaivas and 

is a right raider and Thalaivas� Sagar is a 

right corner defender, so both these 

athletes might not go face-to-face in the 

match, but the team�s fortunes largely 

revolve around them.Thalaivas� raiding 

combination of Manjeet and Ajinkya Pawar 

doesn�t have the same multi-point 

ammunition as Bulls� Pawan Sehrawat or 

Bengal�s Maninder Singh. They are 

consistent and will take the bonus points 

on offer but will not offer quick elimination 

of the opponents from the mat.Therefore, it 

is vital for the Thalaivas to be aggressive in 

the league�s most complete raider. He has 

been making a slow comeback after a 

knee injury but showed he hasn�t lost his 

can revive Naveen quickly through the likes 

of Vijay and Ashu Malik, they will certainly 

improve their chances of a victory.

India Witnessing Shift in Mobility Trends with 

Greater Focus on Electric, Hybrid Vehicles: Study
New Delhi :

with more and more consumers expressing 

consumers have expressed interest in 

friendly, self-manufactured and sustainable 

the annual report.According to the study, 59 

concerned about climate change, pollution 

levels and gasoline/diesel vehicles emissions, 

indicating that consumers interest in electric 

fuel costs, environmental consciousness, and 

a better driving experience, it noted. The push 

for green mobility in the Union Budget with a 

focus on battery swapping and charging 

infrastructure has also aided the interest in 

green mobility, the report stated.Riding on the 

crest of evolving customer needs and 

industry is going to witness a new era of 

growth. Our latest study delves deep into the 

changing consumer perceptions indicating a 

consumers, who are evaluating alternate 

power train options and this is likely to drive 

and Automotive Leader Rajeev Singh noted. 

Additionally, the report has also witnessed the 

growth of a latent need for subscription-based 

models to cater to the ever-evolving needs of 

millennials and   >> Contineu to 2...



Studies have found that Earth trails an 

asteroid barely a kilometre across in its orbit 

about the Sun � only the second such body 

to have ever been spotted.

A team led by Toni Santana-Ros has 


least the next several thousand years in an 

orbit about one of the Sun-Earth Lagrange 

points.

At these points, the gravitational 

forces of Earth and the Sun balance to 

create stable locations. It means the object 

will keep pace with Earth as it goes round 

the Sun.

S
tudies have found that Earth 

trails an asteroid barely a 

kilometre across in its orbit 

about the Sun � only the second 

such body to have ever been spotted. It goes 

round the Sun on average two months ahead 

of Earth, dancing around in front like an 

excited herald of our coming.This object, 

known as 2020 XL , was first spotted in 

December 2020 using Pan-STARRS 

telescopes on the summit of Haleakala on 

the Hawaiian island of Maui. But 

determination of its orbit required follow-up 

observations using the 4.1-metre Southern 

Astrophysical Research (SOAR) telescope in 

Chile.Based on this data, a team led by 

planetary scientist Toni Santana-Ros of the 

University of Alicante in Spain has announced 

that 2020 XL  is trapped for at least the 

next several thousand years in an orbit 

about one of the Sun-Earth Lagrange points. 

These are where the gravitational forces of 

Earth and the Sun balance to create stable 

locations. It means the object will keep pace 

with Earth as it goes round the Sun.Lagrange 

points exist around other planets too, they 

are equilibrium points for any objects with 

small mass under the influence of any two 

much more massive bodies. There are three 

such points on the Sun-Earth line (L1, L2 

and L3, see image below), first discovered 

mathematically by the Swiss mathematician 

Leonhard Euler. Spacecraft, such as James 

Webb Space Telecope (at L2) and DSCOVR 

(at L1), can be maintained there with only a 

small expenditure of fuel.Two other points, 

L4 and L5, were discovered in 1772 by 

Euler�s student Joseph-Louis Lagrange. 

Here, a small-mass object making an 

equilateral triangle with Sun and Earth is in 

a stable equilibrium. These points are 60 

degrees ahead of and 60� behind Earth, 

and because 60 degrees (see image above) 

is one-sixth of Earth�s orbit this amounts to 

two months separation.If a small-mass 

object is perturbed so as to move away from 

L4 or L5, the combined gravity of the Sun 

and Earth draws it back � bending its path 

into a stable orbit around the Lagrange point 

that looks kidney bean shaped relative to 

Earth.

XL5, but no fireball

2020 XL  is being called a Trojan 

companion to Earth by analogy with Jupiter�s 

Trojan asteroids. Jupiter shares its orbit with 

nearly ten thousand known asteroids, half of 

them ahead of Jupiter, and half behind. The 

first of those, discovered in 1906, was 

named Achilles after a central character at 

the siege of Troy in Homer�s Iliad.A 

convention developed to name each one 

after a hero from the same story. Only those 

trailing Jupiter (clustered at the Sun-Jupiter 

L5 position) are given Trojan names, such as 

Hektor, whereas those ahead of Jupiter (at 

L4) are give Greek names, such as Achilles. 

Collectively, whether at L4 or L5 they are all 

referred to as Trojans.Small numbers of 

Trojan asteroids have now been 

discovered associated with 

Neptune (23), Uranus (1) and 

Mars (9). But 2020 XL  is only 

the second Trojan companion of 

Earth to have been found. The 

first, 2010 TK  was discovered 

in 2010. That�s only about 300 

metres across, so 2020 XL  

considerably outmasses it at 

about 1.2km across.

There are probably many 

more Earth Trojans, but they are 

hard to discover from Earth 

because they can only ever be 

seen fairly low in the pre-dawn 

sky if at L4 like both 2010 TK  

and 2020 XL  or just after 

sunset if at L5 (where none have 

yet been found). Their orbits are 

not stable over millions of years, 

so they can�t be remnants that 

have been there ever since 

Earth�s formation but must have 

drifted into place later.However, 

the SOAR observations were able 

to show that 2020 XL  appears 

to be a carbon-rich asteroid 

(called C-type). So it is a sample 

of what the Solar System was 

built from, and it would be 

instructive to study Earth�s 

Trojan companions in more 

detail as examples of unaltered 

material.But could we mine 

them or use them in other ways? 

Santana-Ros notes that 2020 

XL  has an orbit that bobs above 

and below Earth�s orbital plane. 

This means that to manoeuvre a 

spacecraft into a rendezvous (to 

orbit or land on it) would require 

considerable velocity change. 

That would probably need too 

much fuel to be practical. The 

same applies to 2010 TK .However, the 

study points out that if other Earth Trojans 

are found in orbits that are less tilted, these 

might make handy bases as staging posts 

for exploration of the Solar System. They�d 

be much easier to take off from than from 

Earth or Moon because their gravity is so 

slight. They could even be a source of 

resources that we could mine.The 

Conversation.

A geomagnetic storm triggered by a 

large burst of radiation from the Sun has 

disabled at least 40 of the 49 satellites 

newly launched by SpaceX for its satellite 

internet service.

The damage is unprecedented and 

may have happened because SpaceX 

wasn�t paying adequate attention to the 

activity .

moderate, experts said, warning more 

satellites could be knocked out in the 

future.

A 
geomagnetic storm triggered 

by a large burst of radiation 

from the Sun has disabled at 

least 40 of the 49 satellites 

newly launched by SpaceX as part of its 

Starlink internet communications network.

The incident was believed to mark the 

largest collective loss of satellites stemming 

from a single geomagnetic event, and was 

unique in the way it unfolded, Harvard-

Smithsonian astrophysicist Jonathan 

McDowell said on Wednesday.The 

company�s announcement, posted on its 

website on Tuesday, said the satellites were 

stricken on February 4, a day after they 

were launched to a preliminary �low-

deployment� orbit about 210 km above 

Earth.

According to reports, while the loss of 

Starlink�s services, it potentially accounts 

for losses up to $100 million of hardware, 

including the cost of the launch.SpaceX 

said it routinely deploys its satellites to such 

safely be allowed to fall back toward Earth 

and incinerate on re-entry if a malfunction 

is detected during initial system checkouts.

But SpaceX left unclear whether the 

company had anticipated the severity of the 

extreme space weather conditions it faced, 

fueled by a solar storm days earlier, when it 

sent its latest batch of 49 satellites aloft.

The February 3 launch by a SpaceX Falcon 

Center in Florida roughly coincided with a 

�geomagnetic storm watch� posted for 

February 2-3, by the US Space Weather 

Prediction Center.The alert warned that 

mass ejection� � a large blast of solar 

plasma and electromagnetic radiation from 

the Sun�s surface � was detected on 

January 29, and was likely to reach Earth as 

early as February 1.

The alert also said resulting 

geomagnetic storm conditions on Earth 

were �likely to persist� into February 3 �at 

weakening levels.�According to SpaceX, the 

speed and severity of the solar storm 

drastically increased atmospheric density 

at the satellites� low-orbit altitude, creating 

intense friction or drag that knocked out at 

least 40 of them.Starlink operators tried 

commanding the satellites into a �safe-

efforts failed for most of the satellites, 

forcing them into lower levels of the 

atmosphere where they burned up on re-

entry, SpaceX said.�This is unprecedented 

as far as I know,� McDowell told Reuters. He 

said he believed it marked the single 

greatest loss of satellites from a solar 

caused by an increase in atmospheric 

density, as opposed to the bombardment of 

charged particles and electromagnetic 

radiation itself.

McDowell said the incident raised 

questions of whether the elevated orbital 

drag caused by the storm exceeded design 

limits or whether SpaceX believed 

incorrectly that the satellites could handle 

so much density.It appeared from SpaceX�s 

account, McDowell said, that �they weren�t 

expecting to have to handle that much 

density, in which case it sounds like they 

weren�t paying attention to the space 

weather reports.

SpaceX did not immediately return 

queries from Reuters seeking further 

comment.McDowell added that 

geomagnetic storm activity will escalate 

over the next few years as the Sun nears 

�solar maximum� in its 11-year cycle of 

sunspot activity.SpaceX, the Los Angeles 

area-based rocket company founded by 

billionaire entrepreneur Elon Musk, has 

launched hundreds of small satellites into 

orbit since 2019 as part of his Starlink 

service for broadband internet. In a January 

15 tweet, Musk said the network consisted 

of 1,469 active satellites, with 272 moving 

to operational orbits.The company has said 

it ultimately envisions a constellation of 

roughly 30,000 satellites, up from 12,000 

previously planned.

A warning?
According to the New York Times, the 

incident �highlights the hazards faced by 

numerous companies planning to put tens 

of thousands of small satellites in orbit to 

provide internet service from space�.Future 

solar outbursts will certainly knock some of 

the newly deployed orbital transmitters out 

of the sky, the newspaper said, adding that 

the Sun is building up to its 11-year 

hyperactive peak, which is forecast to arrive 

around 2025.

Hugh Lewis, a space debris expert at 

the University of Southampton in England, 

told NYT that the solar paroxysm that 

knocked out SpaceX�s satellites was 

�relatively moderate by the Sun�s 

we�re going to see an extreme event in the 

next cycle, because that typically is what 

happens during a solar maximum,� he said.

Several other companies are also planning 

their own constellations to provide satellite 

internet services. Airtel-backed OneWeb is 

will initially number 648 spacecraft, but 

could eventually total in the thousands.

has plans to launch 3,236 satellites while 

companies in China also plan to launch 

satellite �megaconstellations� for 

broadband internet connectivity, as is the 

European Union.
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